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ABSTRACT 
Connected operators are increasingly used in image 
processing due to their properties of simplifying the 
image with various criteria, without loosing contour's 
information. These properties are related to the connected 
operator approach that either preserves or completely 
eliminates a determined connected component, according 
to an established criterion of analysis. In this paper we 
will define a new connected operator for stereo images. 
The goal is to simplify one of the images (left) in the 
sense that the operator will eliminate the image 
components that are not present at a determined location 
in the other image (right). This filter let us select in a 
stereo image, objects as a function of their distance from 
the observer (for instance used in auto guided vehicles). 
1. CONNECTED OPERATORS 
We start by a brief introduction on connected operators 
and then present the original contributions of the paper: 
Matching criterion definition, "spatial tolerance" 
parameter, non-increasingness of the operator and its 
efficient implementation. 
Connected operators for a gray level image can be 
created by using binary connected operators in 
combination with thresholding and stacking operations 
[I]. A binary connected operator implies two steps: first, 
the analysis of each connected component of the binary 
image and second, the decision on the elimination or the 
preservation of each connected component. 
For some operators the analysis step relies on a 
measurement on each binary connected component 
[2][3]. An alternative approach makes measurement on 
the gray level image over the zone defined by a 
connected component. This approach defines a connected 
operator too because the operator interacts with the gray 
level image by means of flat zones [4][5] (preserve or 
eliminate connected components). The main difference is 
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how they get the measure associated to a connected 
component. Two representative examples of the two 
different approaches are the area opening [6] and the 
volumic operator [7] respectively. 
2. MATCHING CONNECTED OPERATOR 
FOR STEREO IMAGES 
One of the methods used in stereo vision to get the depth 
information of the objects, is based on the four following 
steps: 
- Take two images separated by a baseline 
. Use the inverse perspective transform to derive the two 
* Intersect the lines 
The hardest part of this method is the second step, 
where we have to find the portions of the first image 
(left) which best match in the second image (right) and 
assign a measure of "disparity" between the two regions 
of the images. Generally, the disparity measure of the 
image parts relies on templates of fixed geometry 
(rectangular or square). In the context of connected 
operators the measure of idisparity will be based on the 
connected components. 
The objective of the connected operator in stereo 
image analysis is to eliminate the image components 
from one image (left) that do not match with a similar 
component in the other image (right). This operator will 
eliminate the bright objects that do not makes a perfect 
match, by duality, applying the operator to the 
complemented image and complement the result, we 
obtain the operator that interacts with the dark objects. 
In order to measure the "disparity" a projection model 
should be introduced to deal with the geometrical 
corrections of the reference image. For example the 
position of all objects at a given distance from the 
observer is modified between the left and right images by 
the same type of geometrical transformation (a 
translation if the two cameras are parallel on the same 
baseline). This model can vary from simple translation 
for all positions of the image, to a specific 
Identify similar points between the two images 
lines on which the world point lies 
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Figure 1 : Blocs diagram for the Stereo image matching filter. 
translation for each position of the image (Ai,  Ai). 
Formally, the matching criterion is function of the image 
to be filtered x, (left image) an the geometrical 
correction of the reference image (right image) 
X , ( i  - A i ,  j - Ai). The first step of the gray level 
connected operator decomposes the original image into a 
set of binary images by thresholding for all gray level 
values h (p.e. h=[0..255] for 8-bits quatized images). 
The measure of matching is evaluated for each connected 
component CC,, and it is only defined for binary images. 
A connected component CC, is the region of a binary 
image that all its points satisfies the connectivity 
definition and contains the point x (or marker x). Then 
the matching criterion for a connected component 
ccx( x , , ~ )  of the binarized image X,,* by thresholding 
ofX, at level h, is given by: 
The processing of an image (left) is performed as 
follows (figure 1): the image is decomposed by 
thresholding in a set of binary images xL.* and each 
connected component labeled. To determine if a 
connected component ccx( x ~ , ~ )  should be preserved or 
not, the mean gray level difference defined by equation 
(I) ,  M,,,(cc,(x,,~)) is computed between two images 
over the spatial domain defined by the connected 
component under consideration cc x ~ , ~  , as shown in 
figure 2 .  
The components that do not make a perfect match are 
eliminated and the other components preserved. In some 
applications a degree of "spatial tolerance" should be 
considered to preserve an object making a good matching 
( x( 1) 
Resulting Image 
without being at the exact location or having a different 
gray level value due to its reflectance. This notion of 
spatial tolerance is introduced in the matching criterion 
modifying the differencelx, - x,I as follows: 
X ,  - 6 ( X R )  if X ,  > 6 ( X R )  
if & ( X R )  s X ,  s 6 ( X R )  
& ( X R )  - X ,  if X ,  & ( X R )  
IxL-xRI= 0 I 
where E and 6 denote respectively the erosion and the 
dilation operations. 
The size of the structuring element used in this 
dilation and erosion, define the degree of "spatial 
tolerance" that is permitted as a perfect matching. 
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Figure 2: Detail of how to compute the matching measure 
over a connected region with volumic representation of 
images. 
Note that the matching criterion is not increasing. 
This leads to a non-coherent decision to preserve or not, 
some of the connected components at different levels h 
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a) Original Left Image b) Original Right Image 
h) Result of the matching operator on residue 3e 
Figure 3: Example of depth oriented decomposition 
associated to an object. The problem of converting this 
non-coherent decision into a coherent decision can be 
solved as a dynamic programming problem [8]. This 
solution improves the robustness of the operator. 
A time efficient implementation of this type of 
connected filters can be obtained through a Max-Tree 
image representation [SI. 
3. RESULTS 
In figure 3.a and 3.b we show the original images. Figure 
3.c gives an example of the output of the operator, where 
a translation (Ax=30, Ay=3) has been applied on the 
right images "geometrical correction", and a "spatial 
tolerance" of size 3 pixels is permitted . In this case, 
bright objects that are close to the observer have been 
removed. Starting from this result, dark objects can be 
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eliminated by the dual operator (applying the operator to 
the complemented image and complement the result), as 
shown in fig. 3.d. 
The difference between the result of the operator and 
its dual applied to the original image pairs is shown in 3e. 
A similar result can be obtained for the left image, and is 
presented in figure 3f. In these images, called residue, 
one can see how the objects that are close to the observer 
are preserved. Note in particular how the distant objects 
as the sky or the background buildings have been 
removed. 
Applying the depth operator with the appropriate 
"geometrical correction", a translation of (Ax=32, Ay=3) 
to the residue images 3.d and 3.f we can extract the 
objects that are in the medium depth range (fig 3.h,i). 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper a new connected operator for depth 
information processing in stereo images is presented. 
This operator is an extension to stereo image processing 
of the connected operators for still images. A new 
matching criterion for a connected component and its 
spatial tolerance has been defined and applied to the 
depth estimation problem in stereo images. The examples 
illustrate the possibilities of the operator to detect the 
objects at a different depth position. 
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